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Felicity's no ordinary teen matchmaker...she's a cupid! Felicity Walker believes in true love. That's why she
applies for a gig at the matchmaking company Cupid's Hollow. But when Felicity gets the job, she learns that
she isn't just a matchmaker...she's a cupid! (There's more than one of them, you know.)
Armed with a hot pink, tricked-out PDA infused with the latest in cupid magic (love arrows shot through
email), Felicity works to meet her quota of successful matches. But when she bends the rules of cupidity by
matching her best friend Maya with three different boys at once, disaster strikes. Felicity needs to come up
with a plan to set it all right, pronto, before she gets fired--and before Maya ends up with her heart split in
three.
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From reader reviews:

Sandy Reid:

Nowadays reading books be a little more than want or need but also be a life style. This reading routine give
you lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge the actual information inside the
book that will improve your knowledge and information. The details you get based on what kind of guide
you read, if you want drive more knowledge just go with education and learning books but if you want truly
feel happy read one with theme for entertaining for example comic or novel. The Stupid Cupid is kind of e-
book which is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

Mitchell Smith:

Often the book Stupid Cupid will bring you to the new experience of reading any book. The author style to
elucidate the idea is very unique. When you try to find new book to see, this book very suited to you. The
book Stupid Cupid is much recommended to you to study. You can also get the e-book in the official web
site, so you can quickly to read the book.

Lawrence Fox:

A lot of people always spent their free time to vacation as well as go to the outside with them friends and
family or their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent they will free time just watching TV, or
maybe playing video games all day long. If you would like try to find a new activity here is look different
you can read some sort of book. It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book that you simply read you
can spent the whole day to reading a book. The book Stupid Cupid it is rather good to read. There are a lot of
folks that recommended this book. These folks were enjoying reading this book. If you did not have enough
space to develop this book you can buy the particular e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this book from
a smart phone. The price is not too costly but this book has high quality.

Stephanie Carter:

Do you really one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you find yourself in the book
store? Make an effort to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't judge book by its include
may doesn't work at this point is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not because
fantastic as in the outside seem likes. Maybe you answer can be Stupid Cupid why because the wonderful
cover that make you consider in regards to the content will not disappoint anyone. The inside or content is
fantastic as the outside or maybe cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly show you to pick up this book.
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